Momentum 2022 Sponsorship Fact Sheet

March 25-27, 2022

Exclusive Spotlight Program Sponsor of $5,000:
*Funds honoraria for all three Spotlight Artists for 2022*
- Exclusive listing as Presenting Sponsor of Spotlight Program
- ½ page advertisement in *Art Focus Oklahoma* magazine
- Top level acknowledgement with logo on all promotional materials, including Spotlight Artists’ signage in exhibition, as well as links to website on social media, with logo in artist videos
- *Honorable Mention* artist award named after business
- First access to online pre-sale of Momentum artwork before exhibition opens to the public
- Automatic entry to win a prize package from local businesses
- 30 tickets to Momentum and 15 tickets to Momentum VIP Cocktails and Spotlight Preview at 21c Museum Hotel

Headline Sponsors of $2,500:
*Funds curatorial honoraria, plus travel expenses for studio visits with Spotlight Artists*
- ½ page advertisement in *Art Focus Oklahoma* magazine
- Top level acknowledgement with logo on all promotional materials, including links to website on social media
- *Honorable Mention* artist award named after business
- First access to online pre-sale of Momentum artwork before exhibition opens to the public
- 20 tickets to Momentum and 10 tickets to Momentum VIP Spotlight Preview at 21c Museum Hotel

Supersonic Sponsors of $1,000:
*Funds artist awards selected by curators and sponsors*
- ¼ page advertisement in *Art Focus Oklahoma* magazine
- Acknowledgement on all promotional materials, with logo on social media
- *Honorable Mention* artist award named after business
- First access to online pre-sale of Momentum artwork before exhibition opens to the public
- 10 tickets to Momentum and 6 tickets to the VIP Spotlight Preview at 21c Museum Hotel

Transonic Sponsors of $500:
*Subsidizes materials for interactive activities*
- Acknowledgement on all promotional materials
- First access to online pre-sale of Momentum artwork before exhibition opens to the public
- 8 tickets to Momentum and 4 tickets to the VIP Spotlight Preview at 21c Museum Hotel

Sonic Sponsors of $200:
*Funds postage for mailing postcards to promote Momentum throughout Oklahoma*
- Acknowledgement on all promotional materials
- First access to online pre-sale of Momentum artwork before exhibition opens to the public
- 4 tickets to Momentum and 2 tickets to the VIP Spotlight Preview at 21c Museum Hotel

Velocity Sponsors of $100:
*Funds online advertisements for calls to entry to reach artists in rural areas*
- Acknowledgement on all digital materials
- Two automatic entries to win a prize package
- 2 tickets to Momentum


For more information, contact Krystle Kaye, Executive Director, krystle@ovac-ok.org, 405.879.2400. Oklahoma Visual Arts Coalition, 1720 N. Shartel, Ste B, OKC, OK 73103.